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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Dolomite White And Marquina Marble Inlay Brass Hexagonal Marble Mosaic

Short Description: This hexagon tile with brass inlay mosaic tile is

designed to add a touch of sophistication and luxury to various spaces,

particularly in bathrooms and showers, moreover, this mosaic tile offers

a unique and visually appealing design element.

Model No.: WPM408

Pattern: Hexagonal

Color: White & Black

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble, Brass

Min. Order: 100 sq.m (1077 sq.ft)

Product Detail:

Product Description

The "Dolomite White and Black Marquina Marble Inlay Brass Hexagonal Marble Mosaic" is an exquisite and

elegant tile product that combines the beauty of white and black marble with brass accents in a hexagonal

pattern. This hexagon tile with brass inlay mosaic tile is designed to add a touch of sophistication and luxury

to various spaces, particularly in bathrooms and showers, moreover, this mosaic tile offers a unique and

visually appealing design element. The contrasting colors of white and black marble create a striking pattern

that can enhance the aesthetic appeal of any bathroom or shower area. The hexagonal shape of the tiles

adds a modern and contemporary twist to traditional mosaic patterns. It allows for seamless installation,

creating a visually striking and cohesive surface. The brass inlay, delicately incorporated into the design, adds
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a touch of harmonious balance and refinement, catching the eye and elevating the overall aesthetic. It is a

perfect choice for those seeking to create a luxurious and visually captivating space that reflects their unique

style and refined sensibilities.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Dolomite White And Marquina Marble Inlay Brass Hexagonal Marble Mosaic

Model No.: WPM408

Pattern: Hexagonal

Color: White & Black

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10 mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM408

Color: White & Black

Marble Name: Dolomite White Marble, Nero Marquina Marble

Model No.: WPM440

Color: White & Black

Marble Name: Thassos White Marble, Nero Marquina Marble

Product Application

The hexagonal shape of the tiles allows for versatile installation options. They can be used to create a

seamless and cohesive look on the floors, and walls, or even as a decorative accent or backsplash. The

incorporation of brass inlay adds a touch of warmth and elegance to the overall design of the bathroom

mosaic, making it a perfect choice for those looking to add a luxurious touch to their space. This hexagon

marble mosaic is specifically designed for bathroom applications, including showers. The use of marble

ensures durability and resistance to moisture, making it suitable for high-moisture environments in a marble

mosaic shower. The mosaic design also provides a slip-resistant surface, enhancing safety in wet areas.



Whether used as a feature wall, flooring, or accent piece, this special black and white hexagon mosaic tile

offers a stunning combination of craftsmanship, style, and functionality. It is a perfect choice for those seeking

a sophisticated and visually captivating mosaic tile for their bathroom or shower project.

FAQ

Q: Can this stone mosaic tile be used for both wall and floor applications?

A: Yes, the "Dolomite White and Marquina Marble Inlay Brass Hexagonal Marble Mosaic" is suitable for both wall and floor

installations. Its durable marble construction ensures it can withstand daily foot traffic.

Q: Is the brass inlay prone to tarnishing or discoloration over time?

A: The brass inlay is designed to resist tarnishing and maintain its lustrous appearance over time. Regular cleaning and

maintenance will help preserve its shine.

Q: Can this mosaic tile be installed in wet areas such as showers?

A: Absolutely! The "Dolomite White and Marquina Marble Inlay Brass Hexagonal Marble Mosaic" is well-suited for wet

areas, including showers and bathroom walls. Its moisture-resistant properties make it a reliable choice.

Q: Does the brass hexagon tile require any special care or maintenance?

A: The mosaic should be regularly cleaned using mild, non-abrasive cleaners specifically formulated for natural stone.

Avoid using harsh chemicals or abrasive tools that may damage the marble or brass.

Q: Can I use this mosaic to create a feature wall or backsplash in my kitchen?

A: While primarily designed for bathroom applications, the "Dolomite White and Marquina Marble Inlay Brass Hexagonal

Marble Mosaic" can certainly be used to create stunning feature walls or backsplashes in kitchens, adding a touch of

elegance and charm.


